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Comparing American Political Parties Answer
As cicadas descend on D.C., a look back at the way presidents have weaponized the Brood X bugs against their political enemies during previous infestations ...
‘Are cicadas Republican or Democrat?' Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush had an answer.
Yet theoretical consensus doesn't make for placid politics. If the "American Creed," as Huntington put it, answers some questions ... encourages us to obsessively compare the reality of civic ...
America's nervous breakdown is right on schedule
Representative Marjorie Taylor-Greene is perhaps best known for having shared her belief that California wildfires were deliberately started by space lasers controlled by the Rothschild family in ...
The Strange Anti-Semitism of the Pro-Jewish Right
As India’s second wave shows signs of retreat, Mint shortlists books, which offer some clarity in these uncertain times.In an era where many learn their covid basics from WhatsApp ...
Eight books to make sense of covid times
In 2016 and 2020, Bernie Sanders, a self-described Democratic Socialist, was a viable candidate for the presidency of the United States. In a country where the left was systematically persecuted and ...
Which Side Are You On? The Answer is Clear for Today’s Useful Idiots for the Right
But, first, we turn once again to the ever weak, frail, cognitive mess that is all things Joey Biden and sippy cup. Anyway, as cases of COVID-19 have sharply declined, thankfully, Americans -- they're ...
Hannity on press coverage of President Biden
The Ingraham Angle' welcomed guests Chris Fenton, Brandon Tatum, Cynthia Garrett, Matt Walsh, Ryan Girdusky, Phil Kerpen and Jay Bhattacharya ...
'The Ingraham Angle' on COVID, George Floyd's death one year later,
From solving global vaccine inequities to investigating why people may not socially distance, some seniors managed to connect their thesis papers to the COVID-19 pandemic and delved into what can be ...
Politics, policies and the pandemic: Seniors connect thesis papers to COVID-19
The mother and partner of the late Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick are requesting meetings with all Republican senators to urge them to establish an independent commission to investigate the ...
Dead officer’s family to urge GOP senators to back insurrection investigation
Critics worry about his tendency, in conversations with politicians, in media interviews, and in tweets, to downplay Covid-19's impact.
He’s a Stanford professor and a Nobel laureate. Critics say he was dangerously misleading on Covid
Growing up, I liked listening to Freundeskreis, a German hip-hop reggae band. One of their songs asserts “history is something that was a long time ago or ...
A Millennial Considers the New German Problem After 30 Years of Peace
The battle over teaching students about racism shares traits with past conflicts over evolution and sex education—but key differences, too.
Politics K-12®
Some blame the U.S.'s high rate of police shootings on racism or militarism. But another theory says there's a simpler problem: American police aren't taught how to grapple with armed suspects.
American Cops Are Under Pressure To Rely Less On Guns And Take More Personal Risk
While stumping in Iowa during a long-shot bid for the presidency in 2020, Sen. Michael Bennet said he fielded the "most existential question anybody asked during the campaign." ...
Michael Bennet cultivates climate policy from new perch
It came on so suddenly,” said Jacobs, author of “Panic at the Pump: The Energy Crisis and The Transformation of American Politics in ... he didn’t have a good answer for either one.
Long lines, high prices and fisticuffs: The 1970s gas shortages fueled bedlam in America
I don’t know what put the expression “malice aforethought” in Mrs. Evans’s mind or why she chose to introduce it to our second-grade class. It’s a term that dates from ...
Poor Elijah’s Almanack: Malice aforethought and madness
This month's Visions special takes a closer look at the narrative of Asian Americans past, present and future.
6abc celebrates 2021 Asian Pacific American Heritage Month
Representative Marjorie Taylor-Greene is perhaps best known for having shared her belief that California wildfires were deliberately started by space lasers controlled by the Rothschild family in ...
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